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Ryan Brownlow & Ashley Mattheis (UNC Chapel Hill)
The Forest Theatre, Expressive Landscape, and the New Deal at UNC Chapel Hill:
A Bibliographic Essay
Introduction: The Forest Theatre Structure
The Forest Theatre is a stone amphitheater that edges the eastern side of the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC-CH) campus. Built in 1918 and renovated in 1940 with funds
provided by the Work Projects Administration (WPA), the theatrical structure has long maintained
an iconic status in its relationship to the UNC-CH campus landscape. The Forest Theatre, as a site
of theatrical production, also holds an important place in the broader history of both university and
community-based theatre practice. This bibliographic essay explores the historical and contemporary significance of the Forest Theatre structure in its relationship to the history of the UNC-CH
campus and its people, the history of the New Deal, and the history of theatrical innovation in the
United States. The archival documents and scholarly sources compiled here are beginnings and as
such, are organized into thematic clusters that suggest possibilities for additional research.
According to documents from the National Register of Historical Places for the Town of
Chapel Hill, the Forest Theatre was first constructed in 1918 as the vision of Professor Frederick
H. Koch, founder of UNC-CH’s student theatre troupe, the Carolina Playmakers, who had a national reputation for developing an innovative form of “outdoor theatre” (National Register 7). In
designing the original structure, Koch collaborated with UNC-CH botanist William Chambers
Coker, and together they transformed a “natural bowl in the landscape” in a campus park into a
fully functional performance space (Moore 4). Archival ephemera found in the North Carolina
Collection of Photographic Archives, including a postcard from a 1937 performance, depict the
original structure. In the postcard we see a simple dirt playing space, round, surrounded by a short
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stone wall that separates performers from spectators who watch the action from a sloped hillside,
seated directly on the ground (Fig. 1).
In 1940 the Forest Theatre structure was renovated and remodeled with $20,000 provided
by the WPA (National Register 7). Recent research published by a university historian, Cecilia
Moore, suggests that the funds granted by the WPA were used to construct a formal stonework
structure with a full elevated stage, tiered stone benches to accommodate audiences, as well as a
number of stone towers, archways, and rooms (Moore 4, 12). The transcription of Moore’s 2014
Gladys Hall Coates University History Lecture includes an original photograph (presumably from
UNC-CH archives) of the 1940 renovation in the midst of the construction process (Fig. 2). Three
years after its renovation it was dedicated in formal ceremony to Prof. Koch as the “Koch Memorial Forest Theatre” (Fig. 3). Additional renovations (minor) to the structure were made in 1948
and the structure still stands in tact to date, overseen by the North Carolina Botanical Garden at
UNC-CH (“Forest Theatre,” NCBG.unc.edu).
The sections to follow comprise narrative framings of the archival materials and scholarly
sources compiled here as they relate to the Forest Theatre structure: a site that brought together
key figures who, in their works, made connections between UNC-CH students and faculty, Carolina residents, and the wider infrastructures and artistic cultures of New Deal agencies including
the WPA and the Federal Theatre Project (FTP). Grouped into thematic areas of interest, the following source lists are blueprints for further research and development: (1) The Development of
Native Drama: Local and National Impacts and (2) A Shared Purpose: The Forest Theatre and the
WPA. These areas of interest track, loosely, the temporal and spatial development of the Forest
Theatre as a site. Together, these areas suggest ways that the landscape and structure of the Forest
Theatre is intimately tied together with the works and lives of many people dedicated to the arts
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and public education, and also that as a site the Forest Theatre contributed to the production of a
historical context that enabled and sustained innovative theatrical practice as part and parcel of
university education, community life, and public culture.

Figure 1: "Forest Theater" 1937

Figure 2: A Model for Folk Theatre: The Carolina Playmakers 1940

Figure 3: Koch Memorial Forest Theater, 1943

The Development of “Native Drama”: Local and National Impacts
The Forest Theatre and its “native drama” productions were the brain child of Frederick
H. Koch, a professor at the University of North Carolina. His vision included the development of
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a writing curriculum, a Theatre Department, and the generation of the Playmakers Repertory Company. The Carolina Playmakers was comprised of paid, amateur, and student actors performing
professional works and “native dramas,” written by local people – often the students in “Proff”
Koch’s classes (Koch xii-xiv). These plays were recorded by Koch in five volumes of Carolina
Folk Plays. Frederick Koch describes “native drama” as a folk phenomenon in the introduction to
one of these volumes, Carolina Folk Plays, saying:
The materials were drawn by each writer from scenes familiar and near, often from
remembered adventures of his youth, from folk tales and the common tradition, and
from present-day life in North Carolina. They are plays of native expressiveness,
of considerable range and variety, presenting scenes from the remote coves of the
Great Smoky Mountains to the dangerous shoals of Cape Hatteras (xiii)
Many of Koch’s students in these early years, and Carolina Dramatic Arts students through the
mid-century, became famous writers and performers on a national (and even global) scale. Thus
Koch’s local focus made impacts at a national (and global) level during the period preceding, and
also the period following, the Great Depression.
This folk arts framework that situated the careful observation and depiction of local experience may lead us, as Koch suggested, to a reckoning with the universal bonds that hold humanity
together across difference (Koch xii). It also met the needs and desires of the then University President Edward Kidder Graham, who wanted to develop extension programs at UNC. Koch’s work
had captured Graham’s attention: “[h]e liked Koch’s ideas and thought that folk drama could use
the state’s people and their heritage to promote unity across class lines and demonstrate to a national audience that the State was a progressive enlightened place with culture” (Moore 6).
One particularly notable tendency in Koch’s work at UNC, particularly his work with student Paul Green, was the inclusion of and collaboration with women and artists of color in writing
and theatrical projects. Significant events include a 1931 visit by Langston Hughes at the request
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of Paul Green (among others). This visit was highly contentious, inciting many letters to the President of UNC at the time. In addition, women took courses with “Proff” Koch, in the summer
school extension courses that were so important to President Graham. Bernice Harris Kelly, one
of Koch’s earlier summer students was “inspired by the fervor for folk play” and returned to her
home in Seabord, North Carolina to become a teacher of writing and play-making for the women
who lived in the town (Walser). Kelly went on to become a writer and prolific collector of folk
stories; some of her sketch work was included in Federal Writers Project materials (Walser).
Women also worked with Koch more directly as collaborators. Betty Smith, the author perhaps
best known for her book A Tree Grows in Brooklyn, was also a prolific playwright who met Frederick Koch during her work at the Federal Theater (Glover). Smith eventually stayed at UNC
Chapel Hill, working closely with Koch coediting collections of plays and even occasionally teaching his classes when he could not (Glover).
After twenty-three years of developing these ideas, Koch’s framework for arts education
and production caught the eye of another person who would integrate Koch’s ideals into a project
of national scope: Hallie Flanagan, the newly appointed director of the Federal Theater Project,
who “looked to the Carolina Playmakers as a model for cultural expression” (Moore 9). Flanagan
worked with Koch to develop a model particularly suited to the rural southern regions which lacked
large cities and arts infrastructures. The model that was eventually developed, a particular kind of
“community theatre” model, originated in North Carolina as a development of the collaboration
between Flanagan and Koch, along with the support offered by the University for experimenting
with new forms of theatre production.
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A Shared Purpose: The Forest Theatre and the WPA
Prior to the 1940 reconstruction of the Forest Theatre, Prof. Koch was appointed by Hallie
Flanagan, director of the WPA Federal Theatre Project (FTP), as an FTP representative for the
southern region of the United States. According to one source, Flanagan was eager to work with
Koch and “build on the work of the Playmakers” as an opportunity to develop community theatre
models that could be sustained in southern and rural areas where opposition to the FTP was more
pronounced than in larger cities like New York, Los Angeles, and Chicago (Moore 9-10). While
the FTP, sponsored by the Works Progress Administration, was only funded for four years (19351939) it seems likely that Koch’s existing connection to a WPA project contributed to the successful funding of the Forest Theatre reconstruction in 1940.
Sources also suggest that the Federal Theatre Project funded the development of works by
Carolina resident playwrights (students of Koch), including Paul Green’s The Lost Colony which
premiered on Roanoke Island in 1937 (Moore 10). Green’s play was written and developed in
conjunction with his work as a student of Koch, in the original Forest Theatre structure. One source
suggests that the costumes for Green’s The Lost Colony, an inaugural production for the history of
“outdoor drama,” were built in a “WPA sewing room” (“Great Depression,” NCPedia.org). The
model of outdoor drama invented at UNC-CH by Koch and his students in the specific space of
the Forest Theatre became a model for regional and community theatre work across the nation,
and led to the establishment of a number of arts initiatives on the UNC-CH campus including the
Institute of Outdoor Drama in 1963 (King 372).
Concluding Statement
The archival materials and scholarly texts accumulated here suggest the breadth of research
that is possible with the Forest Theatre, as one site that stands in relation to the broad spectrum of
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New Deal activities, and as one part of the project of elucidating the legacy of the New Deal at
large. Most significant of all, perhaps, is the opportunity these resources provide for making sense
of the effects that public and federally supported arts infrastructure had on the development of
local and national arts projects, and the relationship of those projects to localized communities of
U.S. peoples. In the United States, the theatrical arts have never (not before nor after) received
the kind of federal support that was provided during the New Deal period, especially with the
(short-lived) Federal Theatre Project. As a case study, we hope that the story of the Forest Theatre
provokes some consideration of the state of federal support for the arts in our country, and perhaps
helps us imagine an alternative future for the public arts.
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